Introduction
Over the past decade, organic-rich shales have gained significant attention in the petroleum industry. These unconventional reservoir rocks buried nearly all over the world are considered source rocks for fossil fuels. Despite the importance of organic-rich shales, microstructural characterization and theoretical modeling of these rocks are limited due to their highly heterogeneous microstructure, complex geochemistry, and multiscale mechanical properties.
One of the sources of complexity in organic-rich shales is the intricate interplay between micro-texture evolution and kerogen maturity [1, 18, 20, 23, 24] . There is increasing evidence that the maturation of organic matter changes the micro-texture of organic-rich shales [18-20, 23, 25] contributing to the changes in mechanical properties of the rock. Recent findings of Prasad et al. [2009a,b] and Zargari et al. [2013] show that the texture of organic-rich shales undergoes major transformation as maturity increases with immature shales exhibiting a more connected texture compared to mature shales. Incorporating this micro-textural evolution into micromechanical models of organic rich shales is a key in multiscale modeling of such complex materials.
The overall goal of this work is to relate organic maturity and total organic content (TOC) to the effective mechanical properties of the clay/kerogen phase in organic-rich shales using the experimental results of a coupled energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX)-nanoindentation technique. The technique consists of assessing mechanical and chemical properties at micrometer and sub-micrometer length scales using grid nanoindentation and EDX techniques to isolate various material phases of interest (e.g. clay-rich phase). Herein, with a view on the micromechanical modeling of organic-rich shales, a texture hypothesis is tested. The hypothesis consists of attributing the first-order contribution of organic maturity on composite response of immature and mature systems to a texture effect, by considering a matrix-inclusion morphology for immature systems and a polycrystal/granular morphology for mature systems -while recognizing that the reality of such highly heterogeneous material systems like source rocks is somewhat situated in between. The successful implementation of these models to interpret nanoindentation results from various organic-rich shales allows us to identify unique mechanical properties of clay that are insensitive to maturity and TOC of the organic matter in shale formation; as well as consistent with molecular simulation results of illite [13] and back-analysis results from acoustic measurements [15] . The information gathered at these fundamental scales are pivotal for designing and validating predictive upscaling models.
To explore our hypothesis, the investigation employs a multiscale structure thought model of organicrich shales, shown in Figure 1 . The three-level model spans the scales from the elementary building blocks (clay minerals in case of clay-dominated formations) of organic-rich shales (level 0) to the macroscopic inorganic/organic hard inclusion composite (level II). The different length scales considered in the three-level thought model satisfy the scale separability condition for the application of micromechanics models; that is, the characteristic length scale of each level is much smaller than the characteristic length scale of the next level. For instance, Level II represents the millimeter and submillimeter ranges, a scale at which the material is a porous clay/kerogen composite intermixed with siltsized inclusions (e.g., quartz, calcite, pyrite, etc.). In turn, Level I represents the sub-micrometer range, a scale at which nanoindentation and advanced observational methods such as SEM and EDX are applied. Finally, Level 0 is the scale of the elementary clay particles at nanometer length scales, which have been recently addressed by means of molecular simulations [9, 13] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the studied materials and presents an overview of the experimental procedure and micromechanical model used as a means for hypothesis testing and back-analysis of the experimental results. The results from back-analysis algorithm performed on various shale samples that varied in maturities and organic contents are then presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, the outcomes are discussed in light of various computational and experimental results.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Several organic-rich shale samples of different mineralogy and maturity levels are considered: Haynesville; Marcellus; Fayetteville; Antrim; and Barnett. The samples used in this study are the same samples as those studied in Abedi et al. [2016] . Experimental information regarding mineralogy, TOC, and porosity of the considered samples are summarized in Table 1 . The mineralogy and TOC data were obtained by x-ray diffraction and Rock-Eval pyrolysis, respectively. Illite and mixed illite-smectite are the most common clay minerals found in these samples with relatively smaller amounts of kaolinite and chlorite. The porosity of the samples was either obtained using Gas Research Institute (GRI) protocols (Haynesville), or calculated employing bulk densities and mineralogy information. For nanoindentation and EDX experiments, all samples were prepared following the procedure described in Abedi et al. [2016] .
For the purpose of developing multiscale micromechanics models for organic-rich shales, the information regarding mineralogy and porosity for all studied samples are converted into corresponding volumetric parameters. Such quantities become important, particularly in modeling mechanical behavior of the samples, as they weigh the contribution of the relevant phases in the mechanical response of the material. Based on the multi-scale structure thought model for organic-rich shales described in Section 1, the volume fraction of the i th mineral in the sample at the macroscopic scale (level II) is obtained from:
where N denotes the number of material phases (including kerogen) in the sample, ! stands for the mass fraction provided by, e.g., X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), and ! represents the corresponding mass density; whereas !! is the measured porosity. Densities of 2.65 ~ 2.82, 2.65, and 2.71 [g/cm 3 ] are considered for clay (depending on type of clay), quartz and calcite, respectively. A variety of values have been used in the literature for the density of organic matter, most of which fall within a narrow range. For instance, Okiongbo et al. [2005] obtained density values of kerogen in the range 1.18-1.35 g/cc depending on the maturity and phase of petroleum generation. Mavko et al., [2009] reported a range of 1.1-1.4 g/cc, whereas Vernik and Landis [1996] used a value of 1.25 g/cc in their calculations. Taking into account these values, a kerogen density of 1.2 g/cc is assumed in this study. The sensitivity of our results with regard to this assumption is later on discussed as well. Table 2 summarizes the thus obtained volume fractions of the detected material phases in the samples. Maturity levels of investigated samples were assessed by RockEval analysis [10] . The aforementioned method characterizes the Haynesville, Marcellus, and Fayetteville samples as mature gas shale samples, while the Barnett and Antrim samples were categorized to be immature.
Chemomechanical Characterization
The focus of our study will be the porous kerogen/clay phase in the samples that were isolated by means of a coupled nanoindetation and Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy technique developed in detail in Abedi et al. [2016] for the considered samples. The technique which extends earlier work by Ulm and co-workers [29, 30] for shales and other heterogeneous materials to organic-rich shale samples consists of assessing mechanical and chemical properties at micrometer and sub-micrometer length scales by clustering grid nanoindentation results and Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy results for phase identification. Specifically, the grid nanoindentation experiment consists of carrying out indentation experiments on a regular grid of an exposed sample surface. At each grid point an indenter tip of known geometry and mechanical properties is pushed onto the surface of the material of interest [3, 31] . The mechanical properties of the indented material (indentation modulus, M, and hardness, H) are then obtained from the response of the material during indentation test:
where = ℎ is the measured initial slope of the unloading branch of the P-h curve, ! is the projected area of contact between the indenter tip and sample surface, and is the measured maximum indentation load.
In an attempt to couple this mechanical response with the chemical make-up of the indented material volumes, energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) maps are collected over the pre-conducted nanoindentation grids. The EDX technique utilizes the x-Ray spectrum emitted from the incited solid specimen as a result of a beam of electrons bombarding the sample surface to provide a localized chemical analysis. The emitted x-rays are then classified based on their energy.
The results of nanoindentation and EDX are coupled by averaging EDX elemental intensities over 2 µm diameter area centered at each indentation point and then by feeding mechanical and chemical data into clustering analysis [1] . Through such clustering analysis, one can identify the most likely number of clusters in a data set as well as the uncertainty of observations belonging to a cluster based on statistical criteria. Depending on the material phase of interest, different elemental intensities required for proper phase identification are incorporated into statistical analysis. For the investigated samples in this study, in order to identify clay-rich phases, maps of "Si" and "Al" from EDX were used [1] . The coupled indentation-EDX clustering technique thus provides a means of isolating among the organic and inorganic phases in shale, a distinct porous kerogen-clay mixture phase at a length scale of 1-4 m. This length scale is defined in indentation tests by the indentation depth, as an indentation test carried out to an indentation depth of h, probes roughly the material response of a volume 3-4 times the indentation depth. In EDX, this length scale is defined by the excitation voltage. In the coupled indentation-EDX technique, the two length scales are chosen to coincide. Details are discussed in Abedi et al. [2016] , and Refs. [29, 30] . With a focus on the thus identified porous kerogen/clay phase in the samples, we employ micromechanics model to identify the role of TOC and maturity on the homogeneous indentation response (M,H) of the porous kerogen/clay phase in different shale formations. Micromechanical models provide a tool to infer mechanical properties and microstructure of the solid forming the porous phase from indentation results [21] . In an organic-rich shale, the indentation volume probed by a Berkovich indenter is composed of a cohesive inorganic phase, organic phase, and an empty pore space. In order to satisfy the scale separability condition, the characteristic pore throat radii are assumed to be much smaller than the indentation depth, ℎ ( Figure 2 ). Therefore, the mechanical response in an indentation test, i.e., indentation modulus (M) and indentation hardness (H), are representative of the homogenized response of the composite porous organic/inorganic material. The homogenized response of the material can be written in a dimensionless form as [21] :
Micromechanichhal
The above expressions indicate that the homogenized response of the material depends on the asymptotic inorganic solid properties, ! = ! ! →! and ℎ ! = ! ! →! ; the inorganic solid fraction or packing density of the inorganic phase, ! ; the volume fraction of the organic phase, ! ; and the percolation threshold, ! , which characterizes the microstructural morphology. The implementation of dimensionless expressions (5) and (6) is based on the following assumptions: (1) there exists an inorganic phase along with an organic phase at each indentation point; (2) the difference from one indentation point to another is the volume fraction of the inorganic phase; and (3) the mechanical properties of organic matter (modulus and hardness) are negligible compared to the inorganic solid phase.
Much of our modeling approach developed below is based on hypothesis testing using micromechanical models. Given considerations of diagenesis, the hypothesis testing approach is summarized as follows: We assume that mature and immature source rocks do differ in first approximation in terms of a (mechanically) 'effective' morphology. Specifically:
• Immature samples are assumed to exhibit a matrix-inclusion morphology (or Mori-Tanaka morphology), [16, 2] with percolation threshold ! = 0 , thus representing a continuous microstructure weaved together by organic matter.
• Mature samples are assumed to follow a polycrystal or granular morphology (or self-consistent scheme with percolation threshold ! = 0.5), with no phase (organic or inorganic) playing a dominant role as matrix.
In both of the developed models, particle shape is assumed to be isotropic (i.e., spherical shape); with all the anisotropy at level 0 resulting from the intrinsic transverse isotropy of the elementary building block. This assumption is based on the fact that aspect ratios and particles orientation do not appear to have a first-order impact on the effective mechanical properties of porous rocks with high packing density of grains (see Refs.
[17, 32, Figure 2] ).
The hypothesis of attributing different textures to immature and mature formations is consistent with recent findings by Prasad et al. [18] [19] [20] where a mesotextural evolution of organic rich shales as a function of maturity was shown. To test our hypothesis, we refer to linear micromechanics theory for elastic composite properties, and to non-linear micromechanics theory for strength properties in terms of hardness [3] .
Linear Homogenization of Elasticity Properties
Linear micromechanics theory provides a means to determine the homogenized stiffness tensor of the anisotropic porous organic/inorganic composite from [6-8, 17, 14] :
The homogenized (drained) stiffness tensor ℂ !!" depends on the stiffness ℂ ! , packing density ! , and the so-called strain concentration tensor ! of each phase, given by [22, 7, 17, 14] :
where is the fourth-order unit tensor, while ℙ ! is the Hill tensor that characterizes particle interactions, particle shape, etc. For the Mori-Tanaka morphology (applied for immature samples, Figure 2b ) in which the matrix plays the prominent morphological role, ℂ ! = ℂ !"# , with ℂ !"# being the stiffness of the matrix phase. In case of a self-consistent estimate (granular morphology for mature samples, Figure  2a ) in which none of the phases play the role of the matrix, ℂ ! = ℂ !"# , where ℂ !"# is the homogenized stiffness of the composite material. For comparison with experimental data (forward and backward analysis), the values of the stiffness tensor can be compressed into equivalent indentation moduli for transversely isotropic material ! (indentation into the bedding plane, i.e., normal to the axis of material symmetry, X1, and X2) and ! (in the direction of material symmetry, i.e., normal to bedding, X3) [5] : (7)- (10) versus packing density of porous organic/inorganic composite (orange curve), considering a granular ( Figure 2a ) and a Mori-Tanaka (Figure 2b ) morphology for mature and immature samples, respectively. For the purpose of comparison and to illustrate the effect of adding organic matter to the porous inorganic composite, the results of porous inorganic phase are also shown in Figure 3 (blue curve). The horizontal shift between orange and blue curves represents the volume fraction of the organic matter. This shift is due to the negligible stiffness and hardness of kerogen compared to that of clay.
Non-Linear Strength Homogenization
Based on nonlinear micromechanics [7, [11] [12] , a scaling relation of the form = ℎ ! ×Π ! is obtained for a cohesive solid that obeys Von-Mises strength criterion, with ℎ ! representing the solid's hardness which relates to the solid's cohesion ! by
With the dimensionless expression for hardness in Eq. (6) and for the case of granular morphology (selfconsistent scheme) applicable to mature samples, the dimensionless expression Π ! reads as [3] :
whereas for the Mori-Tanaka morphology applicable to immature samples:
with the following fitted parameters [12] : It should be noted that in contrast to the stiffness model, the strength-hardness scaling relations here above are based on the assumption of strength isotropy of the elementary particles and microtexture, described by the cohesion ! only. This assumption needs to be verified when applying to real materials in the course of this investigation. Figure 4 illustrates the scaling of the hardness with the packing density, and specifically shows the influence of kerogen content as a shift of the percolation threshold.
It should be emphasized that the model thus defined considers kerogen's strength and stiffness negligible compared to the inorganic solid particles properties. This assumption defines the limits of the model, which should not be used for predictive purposes for samples that exhibit packing densities close to the percolation threshold. Fortunately, given the typically extremely low porosity of organic-rich shales -compared to other sedimentary rocks (sandstone, limestone)-, this restriction is not relevant for the application of these models in this investigation.
Back-Analysis Algorithm
The above scaling relations between porosity, kerogen volume fraction, cohesion, indentation modulus, and hardness form the backbone of our inverse approach to obtain mechanical properties of the inorganic solid phase from indentation data (reminding ourselves that the approach neglects strength and stiffness properties of kerogen, making the inorganic properties the sole mechanical unknowns of the problem). More specifically, the micromechanics models are employed in an inverse approach to infer from the gathered experimental mechanical information (M,H) of the porous organic/inorganic composite at level I, the mechanical properties of the inorganic solid phase, volume fraction of kerogen, and porosity distribution of organic/inorganic mixture phase at level 0.
Following our hypothesis testing approach (Section 2.3), in the case of mature samples, for which we consider a granular (self-consistent) morphology, two hypotheses are proposed: 1) the porosity is selfconsistent, i.e., the porosity is distributed evenly in all phases of the material; and 2) the organic matter is mainly concentrated in the clay phase (see Refs. [33] [34] [35] ). In the case of immature samples, for which we consider a matrix-inclusion morphology, the hypothesis is that the clay phase plays the role of the matrix and porosity and kerogen are concentrated in this matrix.
More specifically, the porous kerogen/clay phase assessed by nanoindentation is composed of the inorganic solid phase (clay), the organic phase (kerogen), and pore space; that is, in terms of volume fractions:
where ! is the porosity at level I. The assumed porosity distribution allows us to distinguish:
-For the granular morphology (applicable to mature systems), the assumed self-consistent porosity distribution implies that porosity is distributed evenly in all phases of the material; i.e., ! = !! (porosity at level I or mesoscale is equivalent to the porosity at level II). The kerogen volume fraction at level I is then obtained from:
where ! and ! are volume fractions of clay and kerogen at level II respectively (section 2.1) and !!! !! is the portion of !! which belongs to clay and kerogen phase.
-For the Mori-Tanaka morphology applicable to immature samples, in which we consider that both porosity and kerogen are (mainly) concentrated in the clay phase (the matrix), kerogen volume fraction and porosity at level I are obtained from: Table 3 summarizes the volume fraction of kerogen at level I obtained from Eqn. (15) and (16) for all mature samples under study. Porosity at level I for immature samples (Barnett and Antrim) are reported in Table 4 .
The inverse analysis algorithm, also referred to as back-analysis, is formulated with the constraint of having the average porosity within the clay phase of one indentation grid equal to the porosity obtained experimentally for the sample under study. Therefore, in this approach, the unknowns of the problem are the inorganic solid phase properties (the inorganic solid phase properties are assumed to be constant over the indentation grid), ! (1 or 3), ! , kerogen volume fraction ! , and the local porosity ! , for N indentation points, resulting in N+3 unknowns. Indentation test results, ! and ! , and the average porosity in the clay/kerogen phase (obtained by following the aforementioned process) are known, giving a total of 2N+1 known properties. Therefore, for a large number of indentation data, the system of equations becomes highly over-determined and an estimation of unknown properties should be feasible.
The inverse analysis algorithm is implemented as an optimization algorithm which generates the optimum properties of the inorganic solid phase, volume fraction of kerogen, and local porosities, which result in minimum differences between indentation results and model predictions. Figure 5 shows the typical outcome of the back-analysis. Indentation modulus, , and indentation hardness, , are plotted versus the solid packing density (clay + kerogen) estimated for each individual indentation point in a single nanoindentation grid. The results demonstrate the highly heterogeneous nature of the studied materials even within one phase (clay/kerogen phase in Haynesville samples in Figure 5 ).
Statistical Analysis of Indentation Data
The continuum micromechanics models employed in this study rely on the principle of ergodicity, meaning that, the spatial average estimated over a sufficiently large sample is representative of mean value over random fluctuations stemming from the underlying heterogeneity. Since organic-rich shales are highly heterogeneous materials in terms of mineralogy and texture and in order to check the sensitivity of the back-analysis approach with respect to the number of indents fed into the algorithm, a statistical analysis is performed in which various combinations of indentation tests from a pool of 928 indents all within the same sample (e.g., Marcellus), were randomly selected for the back-analysis.
To estimate the error introduced in the results when analyzing samples with small data points, and to recommend a minimum sample size to work with when analyzing the clay/kerogen phase, we assume that the back-analysis of the whole population gives the "real" value of the solid properties. Large standard deviations (Fig. 6a ) predict large errors (Fig. 6b ) especially when working with sample size n<500. The results suggest the need for at least 500 independent indentation tests in the clay matrix to capture its heterogeneity and to have less than 10% errors calculating the clay solid properties. Errors up to 15% should be expected when back-analyzing individual grids consisting of 100-200 indents in the clay phase.
A sensitivity analysis was also performed to investigate the quality of back-analysis results given uncertainty in the model constraint that is imposed (e.g., average porosity). In summary, in case of mature samples with assumed granular morphology, a 10% increase in the average porosity results in approximately 1.5% reduction in ! , 0.07% reduction in ℎ ! , and 1.4% reduction in estimated volume fraction of kerogen. In the case of immature samples with assumed matrix-inclusion morphology, the same 10% increase in average porosity entails a 6.9% decrease in ! , 0.2% decrease in ℎ ! , and 4.9% lower volume fraction of kerogen. The low sensitivity of the model with respect to the imposed constraint is indicative of the reliability of the algorithm, hence confirming the robustness of the model itself.
The present modeling effort represents a first attempt to test our hypothesis regarding textural effect of maturity and distribution of porosity and organic matter within different phases in organic rich shales. In the next two sections, the results from applying the model to various shale samples described in section 2.1 are presented and discussed.
Results
Nanoindentation grids in orthogonal directions were performed on organic-rich shale samples described in Section 2.1. Using the coupled EDX-nanoindentation clustering technique (see Section 2.2), we identified the clay-rich phases in the samples, by considering in the clustering algorithm the elemental intensities of "Si" and "Al" at each indentation point, together with the mechanical data, M and H.
The mechanical indentation data of each clay/kerogen phase was fed into the back-analysis algorithm (Section 2.3.3) to estimate the mechanical properties of the inorganic solid phase, the kerogen volume fraction, and the porosity distribution within the indentation grids. There are several parameters that might contribute to the deviation of model predictions from TOC measurements, but the most likely is the variability in kerogen density. In our analysis, this density was assumed to be constant and equal to 1.2 g/cm 3 for all samples, while it may well vary depending on its chemical composition and maturity level. Since kerogen density is not an input in our analysis, it hardly changes the model predictions (clay indentation modulus, hardness and predicted kerogen volume fraction). However, it changes the calculated volume fraction of kerogen at level I obtained from TOC measurements (equations [15] [16] . Based on our analysis, a 10% increase in kerogen density results in a 6-9% reduction in calculated kerogen volume fraction at level I for both mature and immature samples. Furthermore, the presented results are based on measurements performed on approximately 100 x 100 µm 2 areas whereas TOC values are obtained at the macroscale representing the average properties of the material. Therefore, a refined approach should consider the local variability of kerogen density and thus volume fraction. Finally, some fluctuations observed in the results might be due to the fact that the complex morphology of these shales is somewhat situated in between the two considered asymptotic morphologies: granular for mature, matrixinclusion for immature. Otherwise said, a more refined approach that considers morphologies between these two asymptotes (while incorporating other microstructural elements such as shape and statistical distribution of different phases) could potentially reduce the fluctuations and thus improve the accuracy for predictive purposes. This goes beyond the purpose of this investigation and its focus on first-order effects of maturity on texture.
Discussion
The coupled chemo-mechanical approach developed in this research permits to effectively separate, through micromechanics modeling, clay particle properties from kerogen. Herein, the micromechanics models are tools for testing our hypothesis that the effect of maturity on measurable properties can be captured by different textures, ranging from matrix-inclusion morphology for immature systems to a polycrystal morphology for mature systems. The discussion below is dedicated to reviewing the obtained results.
Model Validation at Level I
The indentation modulus and hardness of the porous clay/kerogen composite of the studied shale samples are compared to the clay packing density (which is ! = 1 − ! − ) in Figures 10 and 11 . For ease of comparison, the results of indentation in X1 and X3 directions are divided into two groups: mature and immature samples.
As a means for hypothesis testing and for the comparison with indentation results, the model predictions of ! ( ! ), ! ( ! ), and ( ! ) for both granular and matrix-inclusion morphologies are displayed in Figures 10 and 11 . The bold curves represent model curves in X1 direction and the thinner ones are corresponding curves in X3 direction.
In obtaining model curves, we consider the following set of solid clay particle properties that correspond to the asymptotic case ! → 1: !,! ! →! = 63.1 GPa , !,! ! →! = 48.5 GPa, and !,! ! →! = 2.6 GPa and !,! ! →! = 2.2 GPa. The models effectively represent the main trends in nanoindentation results, within the experimental accuracy of the experimental values and intrinsic errors related to porosity and total organic carbon (TOC) measurements. Capturing the scaling between indentation results (modulus and hardness) and clay packing density through attributing the effect of maturity on measureable properties to different textures, established that the level of maturity, meso-scale porosity, and organic matter content control the mechanics of clay-rich phases in organic-rich shales. Given, the very low porosity of organic-rich shales (compared to other sedimentary rocks), the role of maturity and organic matter content are recognized to become more prominent for the poromechanics behavior of source rocks.
Comparison with Computational and Experimental Results
A further first-order validation consists in comparing our results obtained with the micromechanical models to the mechanical properties of illite obtained from molecular dynamics simulation. Hantal et al.
[2014] obtained components of stiffness tensor of illite considering ClayFF and ReaxFF potentials. For this comparison, indentation moduli are computed from the components of the stiffness tensor for a transverse isotropic medium using equations (9) and (10) . In this study, we compare indentation modulus in X3 directions, since in X1 direction nanoindentation measures the elastic stiffness as a result of the sliding of finite clay layers against each other and not the elastic stiffness of clay layers.
The resultant indentation modulus in X3 direction are 39 GPa and 39.8 GPa considering ClayFF and ReaxFF potentials, respectively. These results are in agreement with the reported value in Section 3 for the solid modulus in X3 direction ( ! =48.5 ±9.2 GPa).
The hydration state of the clay minerals may also play an important role in the mechanical properties. In fact, Ebrahimi et al. [2012] reported a value of 31 ± 7 GPa for indentation moduli in X3 direction of dry Wyoming Na-montmorillonite (basal spacing ≈ 9 Å) obtained from molecular simulations, and showed a decreasing trend in mechanical properties as basal layer spacing increases.
Bobko and Ulm [2008] performed a series of nanoindentation tests on organic-free shale samples (caprocks) containing mostly illite, smectite, and kaolinite. They reported solid phase indentation moduli, ! =16 GPa and ! =25 GPa. Zhang et al.
[2009] also reported ! =19.5 ± 4.9 GPa for rectonite, obtained by nanoindentation. However, it should be noted that relative humidity or basal layer spacing for the reported clay minerals is not controlled or measured during the tests. Considering the very low clay-bound water in the studied organic-rich samples compared to caprocks (36) , the higher values obtained in this study are a priori expected. In case of organic-rich shales, back-analysis by Monfared and Ulm [2016] using acoustic data have resulted in m 1 =62.3 GPa and m 3 = 29.2, which are in close agreement with our reported values.
Conclusion
The combination of novel experimental and theoretical microporomechanics approaches permits advancing efforts in decoding the complex mechanical responses of organic-rich shales. By combining experimental chemomechanical characterization with advanced micromechanical modeling of the clay/kerogen composite phases, the role of organic maturity was successfully isolated and attributed, by means of hypothesis testing, to the texture of the indented material. Thus, in a first approach, we suggest a matrix-inclusion morphology for immature samples, and a granular morphology for mature samples; while noting that "real" organic-rich source rocks are always situated in between.
In favor of our texture analysis is the obtained result for different organic-rich shale samples with clay particles exhibiting consistent and unique mechanical signature values; independent of maturity level of shale formations and total organic content (TOC). The elasticity values so obtained are in good agreement with the results obtained for illite by molecular simulation. Moreover, the developed micromechanical models show a good predictive capability in estimating volume fraction of organic matter from indentation data. Attributing the effect of different thermal maturity to a different mechanically-effective texture of the material, proposed micromechanics models of porous clay/kerogen composite, consisting of self-consistent model for mature samples and matrix-inclusion for immature samples, capture well the trend of nanoindentation results as a function of clay packing density. The above-mentioned information learned at the fundamental scales of organic-rich shales can be used for the design and validation of predictive upscaling models.
Finally, a statistical analysis performed to determine the error introduced when estimating the solid properties of clay minerals based on the back-analysis of indentation data (M and H) from individual indentation grids, suggests the need for at least 500 (at least 3 grids) independent indentation tests in the clay matrix to capture its heterogeneity and to have less than 10% of errors when calculating the clay solid properties. Errors of up to 15% should be expected when back-analyzing individual grids consisting of 100~200 indents in the clay phase.
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